
Why outsourcing?

Accounting is one of the most crucial functions in any company.
Accurate and up-to-date financial data, enables executives to
make the right choices and better manage their companies. For
this reason, in today's competitive economy, the accounting, as
well as the tax and payroll functions are gaining importance every
day.

Are you struggling to find affordable employees, equipped with
the necessary qualification and capabilities to perform well in
your accounting, tax and payroll functions?

Are you more and more under pressure to find the right people
for these vital roles?

Perhaps outsourcing is the solution for you?

Outsourcing is no longer just for large companies. Thanks to

Focus on
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Outsourcing is no longer just for large companies. Thanks to
improvements in technology which make outsourcing more
affordable, smaller companies can now benefit from an increase
of efficiency and growth that outsourcing their accounting, tax
and payroll functions can offer.

What advantages can outsourcing offer your
company?

Technology today, allows qualified professionals to work for a
variety of companies across the globe. Through outsourcing,
companies save on expenses which arise from recruiting their
own employees such as:

• wages

• income tax

• health insurance

• pay severance

• other benefits offered to employees

• expanding the workplace

• providing necessary equipment and software



Are you unsure that outsourcing is for you?

If you fit some or all of the cases below, contact us to start the conversation:

• When there is no need for a full-time employee for a particular assignment or the cost
of a qualified full-time employee is prohibitive,

• When there is a need to replace someone in your team due to maternity leave or sick
leave, as well as temporary phases of need such as waiting for the conditions to be met
for recruitment,

• When there are significant privacy policies requiring confidentiality,

• When the related assignment requires a large amount of statutory information and/or
in situations where compliance to regulations is important,

• In situations where expertise in complex transactions arising in company acquisitions
and mergers is required,
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• In situations where a unit lacks support functions like accounting, payroll and tax due
to the sale of a business line in the company,

• In situations where support functions are tracked by a "Shared Service Center", in
order to comply with the local regulatory requirements,

• In situations where the management has changed and there is a search for a new and
unbiased service

• In situations where deficiencies and disruptions noted in the audit process should be
handled.

The initial investment in obtaining external
professional support will increase your company’s
efficiency in the medium- and long-term and will
overall contribute to economies of scale.



What could your company get from outsourcing some of your recurring
assignments, such as payroll, or assignments that require specialisation?

• Increased enterprise efficiency

• Focus on core business

• Efficient processes with correct results

• Prevention of penalties that can arise from accounting, tax and payroll processes

• Reports prepared on time and in accordance with the needs of the management

• Feeling of confidence and comfort thanks to working with expert professionals

• Decrease in risks

• Using technology based solutions to lower costs

• Lowering employment and overhead costs.
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